
GOES Travel & Tours, 5 Ballecer Street Corner Meralco Road Brgy., New Lower Bicutan, Taguig City 

Philippines 

BOOKING AND CANCELLATION CONDITIONS 

I herewith confirm that I understand that my acceptance on a diving tour organized and / or conducted 

by GOES Travel & Tours, Philippines is based on my assurance that I am physically fit to engage in scuba 

diving and hat I have had or will receive sufficient training in scuba diving. I fully understand the risk of 

SCUBA diving in the ocean, of living and travelling on board a ship and the dangers arising from forces of 

nature. I am prepared to fully assume such risk  

To accept me as a member of the aforementioned diving tour: I hereby release and absolve GOES Travel 

& Tours, Philippines, its agents, employees and invitees from any and all damages resulting from death or 

personal injuries. This includes loss of services, which I may sustain on account of, arising from, or in 

connection with the aforementioned diving tour or the ownership, maintenance, use or operation of any 

automobile, ship, boat, water sport equipment or otherwise.  

I understand that remoteness of the trip destination, weather conditions or local customs may cause 

inconveniences or changes to the diving portions of the tour. GOES Travel & Tours, Philippines. reserves 

the right to modify and/or cancel diving arrangements due to unfavorable weather conditions and/or 

technical difficulties.  

In cases where conditions change due to perils of the sea, bad weather or acts of God or Nature, your 

cruise departure may be delayed or cancelled. If political incidents make it unadvisable or dangerous to 

the health or life of passengers or the safety of the boat, your cruise departure may be delayed or 

cancelled. If your Cruises is under way already this may result in a change of destinations, ports or visits 

to Islands. This change of destinations cannot be considered sufficient justification for a refund. We 

strongly recommend that you purchase travel insurance covering such circumstances.  

If GOES Travel & Tours, Philippines or the operator cancels the cruise you are entitled to a 100% refund, 

less any bank charges. Shortened trips entitle you only to a proportionate refund.  

I understand and acknowledge that in case of deliberately violation of the diving rules below, the Tour 

leader may expel me from any dive activities.  

Further I understand that GOES Travel & Tours, Philippines has the right to postpone, terminate or modify 

any dives without prior notice if deemed necessary for the comfort and / or safety of the passengers. I 

willingly accept any risk associated with diving even if this will result in injury, death or other damages to 

my family or me. Should I require medical evacuation I agree to pay any costs incurred on my behalf, GOES 

Travel & Tours, Philippines. are authorized to make medical and evacuation arrangements as be deemed 

necessary in my interest. I take full responsibility for damages or lose of any personal or rental equipment 

used by me.  

I take full responsibility for all damages or injury’s happening as a result of my participation in any activities 

offered by GOES Travel & Tours, Philippines, including all foreseeable and unforeseeable risks. I also agree 

to pay compensation at full current market value to GOES Travel & Tours, Philippines for any and all 

damage or losses to property and equipment belonging to GOES Travel & Tours, Philippines resulting from 

above or negligence on my part.  



• For my personal protection, I will…  

 

(1) not consume alcohol, drugs or medication before or between any dives.  

(2) not conduct decompression - or penetration dives.  

(3) not dive deeper than 40 meters and not longer than 60 minutes.  

(4) familiarize myself with all rental equipment.  

(5) follow all instructions from my Divemaster.  

(6) never dive alone and if I get separated from my buddy I will ascend after a 1-minute search.  

(7) not dive with a cold or if I feel sick.  

(8) not dive if I'm pregnant.  

(9) wait longer than 18 hours before flying.  

(10) get a briefing from the Tourleader concerning special procedures if I intend to dive without a guide.  

 

• To protect the Coral Reef, I will... 

 

(1) not wear gloves during the dive.  

(2) not touch or chase any animals.  

(3) not deliberately touch any corals on the reef.  

(4) not damage the reef with my fins or other equipment. 

(5) not hold onto, rest upon, stand or kneel on any part of the coral reef.  

(6) comply with the Divemasters instructions and to keep sufficient distance from the reef.  

(7) not throw garbage into the ocean  

(8) not collect any corals or shells etc.  

Payment Conditions  

A 20 % Deposit is required up on booking to confirm your reservation. GOES Travel & Tours, Philippines 

will send a final booking confirmation after we received your deposit. The remaining balance of 80% must 

be paid to us not less than 30 days before the day of departure. If you are booking less than 30 days before 

the start of your booked package, full payment is required on booking. If the balance is not received on 

time GOES Travel & Tours, Philippines retains the right to resell the booked places.  

Cancellation Conditions  

Until 30 days before day of departure 20%  

29. - 22. days before day of departure 60%  

21. - 15. days before day of departure 75%  

14. - 7. days before day of departure 80%  

From day 6. Before day of departure 100%  

Please inform us of any changes to your booking as soon as possible. Cancellation can only be made by 

email or fax Please inform us of any changes to your booking as soon as possible.  

 



Trip Cancellation  

If a trip is cancelled by GOES Travel & Tours Philippines or the operator an alternative trip on another boat 

will be offered. If this is not possible, we will issue a credit note or make a full refund of the trip price less 

bank fees. We are not responsible for losses in case of travel delays or changes to hotel bookings not 

made by us. We strongly recommend purchasing travel insurance.  

Thank you for your booking with GOES Travel & Tours Philippines. 


